GETTING TO KNOW TREES
Welcome to the world of tree identification.
There are many sources and methodologies, so
do not be intimidated. As a beginner you don’t
need to learn complicated terms, just
familiarize yourself with each tree’s
characteristics as a start. Here are twenty
common native Virginia trees for you to begin
with.
It is helpful to examine the whole tree, and
then the individual parts – leaves, bark,
branching, size and shape. Imagine you are
asked to give a detailed description of a tree to
someone who is unable to see it. Try to name
as many details as possible – is the bark rough
or smooth? Is the bark the same texture as your
eyes travel up the trunk?
Trees can often be identified by a single
characteristic – flowers, colorful foliage or
distinct leaf shapes. Always remember to look
up! Binoculars can be a big help.
Enjoy getting to know the amazing world of
trees.

American Beech/ Fagus grandifolia

(FAY-gus gran-dih-FLOR-uh)

Tulip shaped

Oblong to oval, 2 ½- 5 1/2” long with a
pointed tip and 9-14 pairs of veins, each
ending in a distinct tooth. Green above,
paler below.

A large tree up to 75 - 100 feet with a rounded crown. Due to
its shallow roots, it is often found in thickets produced by root
suckering ,surrounded by a ring of young beech trees. One of
the two deciduous trees that hold on to its pale leaves through
the winter and early spring. Smooth bark traditionally falls
victim to initial carving vandals. Earliest Sanskrit characters
were carved on strips of beech bark. Nuts are utilized by forest
wildlife, including deer, black bear, raccoon, squirrels, grouse
Species is unisexual - male flowers on
and wild turkey. Commonly used for flooring, furniture,
round heads hanging from slender stalks.
woodenware and veneer. Known as a good fuel wood. A
Female flowers borne on short spikes
member of the Beech Family.
appearing after leaves in spring.

Smooth, thin and light gray. Grows
darker with age, but remains smooth
and unbroken unless cracked by
insects.

Slender, zigzag, pointed,
shiny brown buds ¾” -1”.
Buds covered with
overlapping cigar shaped
scales, looking much
like thorns.

Prickly spines cover an irregularly triangular
woody husk,1/2 – ¾” long. Two to three
edible nuts mature in fall.

American Elm / Ulmus americana

(ULL-mus uh-mair-ih-KAY-nuh)

Tulip shaped

3-5” long oval, toothed, and
abruptly pointed. Base can be
asymmetrical.

Dark ashy gray flat topped ridges
separated by diamond shaped fissures.
Inner bark shows reddish brown and tan
layers.

Smooth, reddish brown,
small pointed light brown
buds over ¼” long,
reddish-brown with
darker edge scales.
A tall tree, growing to 100 feet or more. This tree is divided into
several large, ascending limbs that end in a maze of graceful
drooping branchlets. The vase-shaped form helps to identify tree
from a distance. Also known as White Elm, Gray Elm, Water Elm,
or the Swamp Elm. It is among the earliest of all trees to produce
flowers in spring. The wood is light in color and hard to split.
Used for furniture, crates, barrels and railroad ties. Orioles use
the drooping boughs as nesting sites. Goldfinches and purple
finches are attracted to its fruit in Spring and it is known as
emergency food for gray and fox squirrels. Dutch Elm fungal
disease has killed a majority of the largest trees. Elms were
council trees for American Indian tribes and meeting places for
peace talks with the white man.

Small drooping clusters on long stalks
that appear in Spring before leaves.

Disk-like flat seed, enclosed in papery
fruit (samara), deeply notched at the apex.

American Hornbeam / Carpinus caroliniana

(kar-PINE-us kair-oh-lin-ee-AN-uh)

Tulip shaped

3-5” long, oval, tapered point,
double toothed along edges.

A small understory tree, rarely reaching 30 feet. Characterized by
a rounded crown, drooping or crooked branches and a muscle-like,
fluted, twisted trunk. Known for spreading low and structured
wider than tall. Part of the Birch Family, also known as Blue Beech,
Musclewood, Water Beech and Ironwood. Squirrels and grouse
use nutlets as a food source.

Bluish-gray, smooth. Twisted trunk
gives bark a muscular appearance.
Mature – can develop light vertical
lines.

Slender, brown and angled
with a tan, silky edge so buds
look framed.

Species is unisexual - Yellow-green,
male hanging 1”-2” long catkins,
female yellow-green shaggy catkins
½ - ¾”long on new branch tips.

4 – 6” Hanging cluster of leafy bracts.
Each 1” bract holds a nutlet. Bracts
fall with nutlets and are carried by
wind.

Black Cherry / Prunus serotina

(PROO-nus se-roh-TEE-nuh)

Tulip shaped

Oblong to lance tipped 2-5” long.
Unusual inward pointed teeth. Green
and lustrous above, paler below.

Medium to large sized tree that can reach heights of 60‘.
Develops a long, straight trunk and narrow oblong crown.
Part of the Rose Family. Also known as Wild Cherry, Rum Cherry,
Cabinet and Whiskey Cherry. Largest of the U.S native cherries
and the only one of commercial value. Inner bark yields
Small white flowers that hang in narrow
hydrocyanic acid used in cough medicines and sore throat
lozenges. Fruits are used for wine and jelly. Known for expensive clusters 4-6” long that appear in late
spring.
cabinets and caskets. It is also an important source for many
birds and wildlife.

When young – smooth red to graybrown with gray horizontal lenticels.
Young bark is smooth, turning dark
gray with age and scales that turn
outward and flake off, resembling
potato chips.

Dark red to purple, round almost
black when ripe, 1/3” diameter ,
bitter-sweet taste. Matures in
summer.

Twigs are slender, reddish-brown.
Bitter almond odor. Buds are
very small, covered in
glossy scales.

Black Locust / Robinia pseudoacacia

(roe-BIN-ee-ah soo-dah-KAY-see-ah)

Tulip shaped

Resembles a sprig of grapes. 8-14”
long, with 7-9 leaflets. Each leaflet
is 1”oval with smooth edges.

A medium sized tree up to 70 feet. Formed with a relatively straight
trunk with an irregularly oblong crown of crooked branches. Part of
Pea Family, also known as the Acacia, Yellow Locust, Common Locust
or White Locust. It has an unusual characteristic of folding its leaflets
at dark or before a rainfall known as “sleep”. Forms thickets by root
suckering. Used for erosion control, mine props and historically for
shipbuilding. The inner bark contains a poisonous compound which
causes the severe pain when pricked by the thorns. Livestock can
be poisoned by the young shoots or bark, but the bark is eaten by
rabbits and the seeds by mourning doves and bobwhite.

Gray – light brown, thick with
intersecting, ropey ridges and
shallow furrows. Mature – furrows
deepen, less intersecting.

Zig-zag, slightly stout and
angular, red-brown .Pairs of
sharp thorns at each leaf scar
(often absent on older twigs);
buds are submerged beneath
the leaf scar.

Showy white, fragrant flowers, 1 “
long and pea-like. Appear in mid –
late spring in long 6” clusters.

Light brown, flattened pods,
2-4” long, filled with 4 to 8 redbrown seeds that ripen in fall.

Black Walnut / Juglans nigra

(JOO-glanz NYE-grah)

Tulip shaped

12 to 24” long with narrow pointed
leaflets 3” long. Yellow-green above,
paler below.

Light brown on surface, darker when cut.
Ridged and roughly furrowed with a
diamond pattern.

Stout twig, orange brown.
Leaf scars are 3 lobed,
resembling a “monkey
face”.

A large tree up to 75 feet or more, develops a straight, clear
trunk with a narrow crown under competition in the forest. The tree
produces a chemical that inhibits growth of other plants beneath it.
Branches and twigs are stout. The wood is prized and durable – used
in cabinets, furniture, veneer and gunstocks. The nuts are used in cakes
and candy. The husks were used by the pioneers as dye and as a metal
preservative for traps to keep them from rusting. A member of the
Walnut Family.

Species is unisexual – males are
single stem catkins, 2 ½-5 ½”long,
females on short spikes near twig
end. Yellow-green in late spring.

Round, 2-2 ½”with thick green husk.
Husk contains a hard nut with sweet,
oily, edible meat. Matures in late summer
to fall, turning brown.

Blackgum / Nyssa sylvatica (NY-suh sil-VAT-ih-kuh)

Tulip shaped

Glossy, dark green, oblong, 2-5 “
long, pale underleaf. Shapely tip.

Gray-brown with shallow, irregular furrows.
On mature trees resembles alligator hide,
deeply furrowed and blocked.

Moderately thick, red-brown to
gray . Oval buds pointed green
and light brown, darkening in
winter.
A medium sized tree reaching up to 40 feet. On younger trees
branches often stand at right angles to the trunk. Crown is flat
topped or irregular. One of the first trees to assume fall color,
turning red in September. A member of he Dogwood Family,
also known as Black Tupelo, Sour Gum and the Pepperidge. Wood
is used for crates, baskets, chopping bowls, rolling pins, tool and
broom handles, gunstocks and pistol grips. Fruits are eaten by
grouse and wild turkey.

Males and females on separate trees.
Light green flowers in clusters
hanging from stalks.

Fruit is a ½ inch long purple/blue berry
that ripens in late summer and fall.

Common Persimmon / Diospyros virginiana

(dy-oh-SPY-ros ver-gin-ee-AN-uh)

Tulip shaped

Oblong to oval, 3 - 5” long, lustrous
green above, pale underleaf.

A small to medium sized tree of 50 feet with a round-topped
crown of crooked branches. A short and slender trunk is typical.
It often sprouts from its roots and can be standing among
thickets of smaller trees. The wood is used for weaving shuttles,
billiard cues, flooring and veneer. A member of the Ebony
Family, also known as Possumwood, Eastern Persimmon and
Date Plum.Fruit provides food for wildlife. Eaten by wild turkey,
bobwhite, raccoon, opossum, skunk, fox and deer. Mature fruit
has the flavor and texture of dates.

When young, gray-brown with orange
in fissures, darkening with maturity, and
breaking into square scaly plates, similar
to charcoal briquettes.

Slender, light brown to
gray and slightly fuzzy.
Buds
dark red, triangular, close
to stem. Leaf scar has one
crescent shape scar.
Males and females on separate trees.
White to green-white, ½” long. Male flowers
group in threes; while females are in single
urn shape. Appear in late spring, early
summer.

A plum like berry , 1 to 2”, green
before ripening that turns orange
to black when ripe.

Eastern Redbud / Cercis canadensis

(SIR-sis kan-ah-DEN-sis)

Tulip shaped

3-5 “, round to heart shaped leaves,
thin and papery. Green top, paler
underleaf.

Initially smooth and brown, later
ridged and furrowed to scaly and dark gray.
May have maroon patches with orange in
cracks.

A small understory tree up to 30 feet, with a short,
twisted trunk and upright or spreading branches,
forming a low, irregular crown. A member of the Pea
Family, also known as the Judas Tree (because its flowers
blushed pink for shame presumably because its flowers
were initially white) and Red-Bud. Best known for its
showy, pink colorful spring flowers; occasionally
eaten in salads. In Mexico, the blooms are fried and
eaten as a delicacy. It has little commercial value but is a
prized ornamental tree. Historically used to treat
dysentery.

Slender and zig-zag, with
spotted pores. Chestnut in
color, buds are round and in
clusters.
Bisexual, showy flowers, pea like, pink to
fuchsia, ½” long, in clusters in early spring
before leaves.

Fruit pods are flattened,
brown, bunches 2-4” long with
brown seeds, ¼” long maturing
in late summer.

Flowering Dogwood / Cornus florida

(KOR-nus FLOOR-ih-dah)

Tulip shaped

3- 5 “ long, oval, bright green above,
whitened and hairy below, with
slightly wavy edges.

This small, understory tree can reach a height of 20 feet. It
shows a short trunk which branches low and produces a slightly
rounded, to flat topped crown. Branches are opposite and
create a candelabra effect. A member of the Dogwood Family,
known for its showy floral bracts in Spring and its scarlet fruits in
Fall. Also known as the Virginia Dogwood. The wood is used for
shuttles in weaving and turned articles – golf club heads, tool
handles, knitting needles and engravers blocks. The bitter inner
bark was once used as a substitute for quinine in combating
fevers. The root bark was also used to make red dye for coloring
porcupine quills and bald eagle feathers. Native Americans used
it against malaria. The fruits and berries are eaten by several
wild birds including the wild turkey, ruffed grouse and
bobwhite. Squirrels and chipmunks eat the seeds as well. It is
the State tree of Virginia.

Young - smooth, light gray grows
darker
with age, turning scaly “alligator hide”
to finely blocked.

Slender, green, turning gray
later. Flower buds are
clove shaped. Leaf buds
resemble claws.
.

A tight, small cluster surrounded by four
showy white petal-like bracts 2” in diameter
(occasionally pink).

Shiny, oval berry ¼ to ½ inch long,
in a cluster of 3-5, maturing in Fall.

Mockernut Hickory/ Carya alba (KAIR-yuh AL-ba)

Tulip shaped

Leaves are 9-14 “ long with 7-9 leaflets.
Hairy leaves are aromatic when crushed.

Bark is gray to black, ridged and
furrowed.

Stout and hairy, cinnamon
3- lobed leaf scars appear
“monkey faced”. Buds are long
and stout.
A large sized tree that can grow to 75ft. or more. A member of
The Walnut Family, also known as Big-Bud Hickory, Bullnut Hickory
and White Heart Hickory because of its white center and otherwise
brown wood. Grows with a straight trunk and a rounded crown.
Wood is used in the lumber trade. This tree can live to 500 years.

Species is unisexual - male flowers are
slender catkin clusters 4-6” long. Female
are small in groups at end of stems.

A thick fruit husk holds four ribbed
nuts. Nut is 1 1-2”to 2”long. Meat
is sweet, edible.

Northern Red Oak/ Quercus Rubra

(KWER-kus Roo-brah)

Tulip shaped

Oblong to 8” with 7-11 sharply
pointed and bristle tipped lobes.
Shallow V shaped sinuses extend
less than halfway to the midrib.
Lobes are wider at the base.

A tall, quick growing tree, to 100 feet, with a straight
trunk and rounded crown. Conical when young,
rounded at maturity. One of the more important
lumber trees in the eastern U.S. Commercially
valuable as furniture, general construction, mine
props and railroad ties. Grows more rapidly than
other northern oaks. The acorns provide food for
mammals and birds. Known as a desirable tree for
planting along streets or real estate. A member of
the Red Oak group; part of the Beech Family.

Long vertical strips of smooth gray bark
sit adjacent to sections of darker brown,
rougher bark. Cracks revealing
darker reddish inner bark, like ski trails.

Thick, red brown and smooth
with large end buds that are
red-brown,cone shaped, and in
clusters.

Species is unisexual - males are
yellow-green in 2-4”catkins; females
appear on short spikes. Appearing
with leaves in the spring.

A nearly round acorn, ¾-1”
covered a quarter or less by the
cap, like a beret. Acorns mature in
two seasons.

Pawpaw / Asimina triloba

(a-SEE-mee-nuh try-LOH-buh)

Tulip shaped

Large 5-11” long, 2-3” wide. Green
pepper/fresh asphalt odor when
crushed.

A small tree usually under 25’, can grow to 40’. Wide topped, with sparse,
straight branches and distinctive flowers and fruit . The large, drooping
leaves are also conspicuous. The inner bark was valued historically in
production of cord and fishing nets. Native Early settlers made jelly that
is still sold in some Southern towns. Pawpaw fruit is eaten by birds,
squirrels, raccoons, opossums and is the only food source for the Zebra
Swallowtail Butterfly. There is no use for the wood, but the inner bark
was woven into fiber cloth by the Louisiana Indians and pioneers used
it for stringing fish. The only member of the Custard-Apple Family, also
known as Wild Banana, Custard Apple and Fetidshrub.

Smooth, thin, brown, splotched with
wart like pores. Pale grey patches
appear.

Pale brown semi-thick
twig, with dark brown
buds. Young stems have
reddish hairs.
Purple, brown broad bell shaped,
1-2” across. Flowers appear
with leaves and have an odor of
fermenting grapes.

Fruit resembles a short, lumpy banana;
2.5 -4”long. Greenish-yellow then brown
in fall as ripening. An alkaloid in the seeds
can give some individuals a dermatitis.

Red Maple/Acer Rubrum

(AY-sir ROO-brum)

3 to 5 lobes with shallow sinuses (but vary),
2-4’ long. Red leafstalk, green above, white
or hairy underleaf.

Tree named for its red parts – twigs, flowers and leaves in Fall.
Medium size, oval shaped tree up to 70 feet. In the forest, the
trunk is usually clear for some distance, in the open the trunk is
shorter and the crown rounded. Earliest Native species to flower
in Spring. Member of the Maple Family, also known as Swamp
Maple, Scarlet Maple, White Water or Soft Maple. Wood is used
for furniture, woodenware, boxes, wood pulp and distillation
products. Sugar and syrup are sometimes made from the sap
and provides brouse for white tail deer, and is used as food by
rabbits, hares and beavers. Pioneers made ink by adding sulphate
of iron to the tannin from the bark.

Smooth & light gray when young, turning
darker and breaks up into long, fine scaly
plates.

Red tone and
lustrous. Buds are
large, round.
V shape leaf scars.

This is a unisexual species - small flowers
are clusters of red or occasionally yellow
that bloom before leaves.

The fruit is a cluster of long samaras ½ - ¾”
with divergent wings on thin stems in light
brown to reddish tones.

River Birch / Betula nigra

(BET-ew-lah NY-grah)

Tulip shaped

Oval or triangular with wedge
shaped base, 1 ½ to 3 “ long. Silver
underleaf.

Young – smooth, salmon to cinnamon
multi layers of loose peeling scales.
Mature – reddish-brown thick
scale layers in irregular plates.

Orange-brown in color and
slender form. Smooth or
slightly fuzzy .
Medium to large sized tree up to 50 feet. Trunks are often
short, dividing into several upright trunks. Develops an
irregular, oblong crown. The wood is light and hard, used to a
minor extent for boxes, toys and turned articles. A valuable
tree in the prevention of stream bank erosion and revegetating
strip mining sites. An attractive ornamental tree. A member
of the Birch family, also known as Red, Black or Water Birch.

This species is unisexual – reddishgreen male catkins at end of twig,
female flower cluster upright, half
as long as leaves.

Cone-like, 1 – 1 ½ long, hairy scales.
Reddish brown with multiple 3
winged seeds that release in the
fall.

Sassafras / Sassafras albidum

(SASS-uh-frass AL-bi-dum)

Tulip shaped

Three leaf types on same tree – can be
unlobed, 2-lobed or 3-lobed. Green
above and below, fragrant when
crushed, 5” leaves.

A small tree, up to 40 feet with an irregular, twisted trunk and
main branches, usually flat topped crown. Part of Laurel Family.
Notable for having three different leaves – one shaped like mittens.
Sassafras bark is believed to have been the first forest product
exported from the New World. It was used as a cure-all by Native
Americans and Colonists. Bark from the roots yields sassafras oil
used for soap, perfume, tea and root beer. Sassafras roots were
the original flavoring for root beer, but were replaced by artificial
flavoring in 1960 when compounds in roots were found to be
carcinogenic. Fruits are eaten by birds, especially the bobwhite.

Species has separate male and female
trees. Flowers are small but showy
and bright yellow-green borne in 2 “
stalks appearing in spring. Flowers
droop when leaves appear.

Brown with cinnamon-brown inner
bark, becoming coarsely ridged and
furrowed. A spicy aroma when cut.

Dark, shiny blue, ovoid, fleshy
berries, 1/3” in a red cup on a red
stalk; maturing in late summer.
On female tree only.

Slender, green, with a
spicy-sweet aroma when
broken. Buds are ¼”long
and green.

Sweetgum/ Liquidambar styraciflua

(lih-kwid-AM-bar sty-rah-SIH-floo-ah)

Tulip shaped

Star shaped, 4-6” long & wide, with
5-7 pointed lobes. Fragrant when
crushed.

A medium to large shade tree to 80 feet tall, with a straight
trunk and a pyramidal crown. Taller than wide. Almost horizontal
branches spread low on the trunk. Its glossy leaves turn purplish
red in fall. Part of Witch-Hazel Family, also known as Red-Gum,
Star-Leaf Gum, Bilsted and Alligator Wood. The hardened sap was
once used as a chewing gum and for dysentery by Confederate
Army doctors. Wood is used for furniture, crates, cabinets,
interior finish, slack barrels and woodenware. Songbirds,
chipmunks and squirrels eat the seeds. Mice and rabbits brouse
the twigs.

Species is unisexual - male flowers in
multiples on 3” spike, solitary females
on 2” stalk. Both are yellow-green tinged
with red, appearing in early spring.

Smooth, gray with vertical lines that
develop into rough cracks. Later,
gray-brown, intersecting ridges, broken
horizontally at irregular intervals.

Spiny seed balls, made up of woody
brown spherical clusters of capsules,
1-1 ½” with openings in the surface
that release two seeds from each
capsule. Matures in fall and remains
on trees through winter.

Shiny green to yellowbrown with corky outgrowths from rapid
growth. Terminal bud is
large and usually sticky.
Covered with green to
orange-brown scales,
aromatic.

Sycamore / Platanus occidentalis

(PLAT-an-us ox-ee-den-TAL-is)

Tulip shaped

Large, floppy leaves 5 to 8 inches long and
broad. 3-5 lobes divided by broad, shallow
sinuses. Pale, hairy underleaf.

A large tree 80 -100 ft. and 3 - 4 ft. in diameter, with eye catching
white, grey and tan exfoliating bark. The identifiable “camouflage”
shedding bark layers help clear pollution that can block gas exchange.
Upper trunk and branches will have smooth white bark. Manifests a
round or oval open crown and zig-zag branching. This tree has
This species is unisexual – green
the largest trunk diameter of any N.A. hardwood. Stumps from large
flowers are small and in spherical heads
felled trees have been used as square-dance floors in W.VA. Hollow
on a stalk.
trunks were historically used for grain or smoking meat. Families used
them as shelter while their log cabins were being raised. They are good
nesting sites for chimney swifts and wildlife. Seeds are eaten by
songbirds. A member of the Planetree Family, also known as Buttonwood,
Buttonball Tree , Whitewood, Virginia Maple and American Planetree.

Jigsaw puzzle scales sit on top
of smooth white or greenish bark
underneath. Alternating layers
resemble camouflage. Mature –layers
of small brown scales build on the mid
and lower sections of trunk.

Thick, orange, brown with
zig-zig shape. Leaf scar
surrounds bud.

Tightly compacted 1 ¼” ball with
winged seeds . Hangs singly on a
5” stalk. Matures in late fall when
Fluff is transported by winds.

Tuliptree/Liriodendron Tulipfera

(leer-ee-oh-DEN-drun too-lip-IFF-ur-uh)

4-6” long, 4 lobed with tulip shape.
Long stalks allow for fluttering in the
breeze. Pale green beneath.

Light grey, smooth when young, with faint stripes
and dark chevron above branches. Later develops
ridges with lighter furrows.

Showy, tulip shaped flowers, high in tree,
A member of the Magnolia family, often referred to as a Yellow Poplar,
2-3” long in yellow-green with orange center.
Tulip Poplar, and Whitewood. The tallest hardwood tree in N.A, can
grow to 100’. In a stand, will be very straight and can be limb free for
60 feet on a strong single trunk. Open grown trees have pyramidal
crowns when young, becoming oval in shape. Wood is used for siding,
trim, crates, musical instruments, toys and furniture. Famous for Daniel
Boone’s 60’ canoe. Bees make honey from the flowers and fruits provide
food for squirrels. Morel mushrooms grow best under this tree; making
it popular with mushroom hunters.

Red brown with waxy
appearance. Buds are
elongated “duck bill”.
Spicy odor when broken.
Fruit is oblong cone of samaras
that fall apart and drop in the winter.

White Oak/ Quercus Alba

(KWER-kus AL-bah)

Tulip shaped

Oblong 4-7” long with 7-10, rounded
lobes. Apex is rounded and base is
wedged. Green above,
paler below.

A very large, slow growing tree. When grown in the open has
rugged, irregular crowns that are wide spreading. In forests, crowns
are upright and oval with trees reaching up to 80’. A member of
the Beech Family, also known as the Stave Oak, Forkleaf Oak and
Ridge White Oak. Acorns are preferred food for deer, bears,
turkeys, squirrels and others. Native Americans used the acorns
for bread making. Vessels in the wood are plugged with balloon
-like outgrowths (tyloses) that make it water-tight. This makes it
valuable for whiskey and wine barrels and ship building. Keels
of WWII Navy patrol boats were partially made with trees from
Hyde Park. Historically known for manufacture of wagons, railroad
ties and agricultural implements.

Whitish or ashy gray. On young
trees seen in strips peeling from
one side. Older trees present
peeling ridges or blocks.

Red-brown to gray, even purple
cast. Hairless and shiny,
multiple terminal buds are redbrown, small, rounded.

Species is unisexual - male flowers
are yellow-green in 2-4” catkins.
Female flowers are reddish-green single
spikes, appearing with leaves in spring.

Ovoid acorn with bowl-shaped
warty cap covering ¼ of fruit.
Cap detaches at maturity.
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